
SUPER SEEDER

One pass ultimate sowing solution

Latest Disc type design ensure 
best in class performance 

Roller Drive given from upper 
jack shaft minimize straw choking issue 

Ÿ Crop residue management, Land preparation and 

Sowing operations possible in a single pass which 

saves time and cost compare to other methods

Ÿ Saves land from nutrients loss and facilitates 

organic manure in soil by faster decomposition of 

crop residues

Ÿ Make possible sowing of wheat crop just after the 

harvesting of paddy crop, which resulted in 

reduction of time gap between two crops 

Ÿ Enhance aeration and water holding capacity of land 

Ÿ Higher crop yield* compare to all other traditional 

sowing methods 

Shaktiman Super Seeder is the tractor operated 

Ultimate One Pass Sowing Solution Machine Which 

remove the paddy stubbles and mix it with soil, 

prepares land, and simultaneously Sow seeds.  

Shaktiman Super seeder machine is the combination 

of rotavator and seed drill. This machine is coming 

with India's No.1 Semi Champion Plus rotavator with 

fitment of JLF type blades in it, which ensure proper 

mixing of residues with soil effectively. 

Shaktiman Super seeder is an environment friendly and 

economical solution where farmers doesn't need to 

burn crop residues and are not required to perform 

multiple operations on the field before sowing, hence it 

saves land from nutrients loss, saves time and cost for 

farmers. 

Advantages

Comes with farmer’s first choice Semi 
Champion Plus rotavator 

Don't Burn-  Go Green,

Save Land-Save Environment

Your ultimate Companion

Equipped with

Semi Champion
Plus Rotavator



Ÿ Transparent seeds & fertilizer tube so 
farmer can see amount of seeds and 
fertilizer flow through tubes.

Ÿ Given  He l i ca l  b l ades  f i tmen t 
arrangement which ensures proper 
tillage and saves fuels 

Ÿ Good overlapping of blades covers 
full land, no any area remains without 
till

Ÿ  JLF blades ensure effective mixing of 
crop residue with soil 

Ÿ Shaktiman Special India's No.1 Heavy duty rotavator with JLF type blades ensure next 
level performance of super seeder        Farmers can dis-assemble seeding unit and 
use rotavator for normal field preparation        Longer life and Low maintenance cost 

Ÿ Available two front furrow disc with 
rotavator

Ÿ Discs made from High durable Boron 
steel and having 16.5-inch diameter

Ÿ Uniquely designed Robust and heavy-
duty structure that provides, More 
stability and longer machine life, less 
maintenance and best  in  c lass 
performance

Ÿ Front roller drive given from upper jack 
shaft which minimizes residue choking 
issue  

Ÿ Longer life and less maintenance

Ÿ Round type shifter mechanism for 
ensure accurate seed and fertilizer flow 
and to control rate 

Ÿ Provision of scale and handle to 
measure application rate per acre and to 
change setting respectively 

Shaktiman Semi Champion Plus Rotavator  Front roller Drive from jack shaft 

Seed & Fertiliser Tubes

Ÿ Modern Disc type furrow opener made 
from high grade SS material 

Ÿ Smooth functioning of machine and 
proper seed placement which ensure 
good seed germination 

Modern Disc type furrow opener

Front Furrow DiscStrong frame assembly 

Shifter Unit 

Spiral (Helical) JLF blades 
arrangement


